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ERIS'S O . 
G`-10tV ORO 
SECTION I. 
I. THE VASILIKA VALLEY. 
The Vasilika valley lies in the north west of 
Chalcidique; it is a wedge shaped plain bounded on 
the north by the Hortach Dagh Mountains and on the 
south by low nameless hills which further east join 
the Koloman range. The Vasilika River rises in 
central Chalcidique and flows due westward to the Bay 
of Salonika, and its course is divided naturally into' 
two parts. The first part has been called the 
Galatsista basin; from it the river descends into the 
plain, or Vasilika basin. This essay is only con- 
cerned with conditions in the latter region,for little 
colonisation has been done in the higher land of the 
Galatsista basin. 
The river flows slowly through the plain; in 
some places it has cut its way a few feet into the 
soft soil, and at intervals it is joined by field 
drainage ditches, mill streamsland tributaries. The 
tributaries are, almost without exception, dry during 
the summer months. The river has not the force to 
clear its mouth, so during the rain time the mouth 
becomes deltaic and swamps develop along the bay 
'margins, and a great part of the land west of the road 
across the valley becomes temporarily inundated. 
The/ 
2. 
The blocking of the river mouth is aggravated by the 
prevailing wind which blows the waves in the Bay of 
Salonika south eastward, and a ridge of sand is 
banked up along the shore. 
It has been shown that there is a geological 
fault in the Valley along the line where the Hortach 
Dagh Mountains meet the plain, and another along the 
16. 
line where the hills bound it on the south. These 
faults are marked by the appearance of springs arisin 
from great depth: in several places in the Valley 
these are mineral springs and some of them are warm. 
They will be referred to later in connection with 
mosquito_breeding water in the district. 
One good road runs up the Valley, and another, 
the road to Aponomi, crosses it a short distance from 
the sea. The other routes are tracks, and most of 
them are impassible for wheeled traffic at some time 
during the rain periods. The only reliable bridges 
in the Valley are on the two good roads. 
With the exception of Vasilika, which is an old 
village populated by indigenous Greeks (Macedonians), 
the villages in the Valley are new refugee settlements. 
Some of them do contain old Turkish quarters and a few 
Macedonian families but certainly by far the majority 
of the houses are new and the inhabitants are refugees. 
Many/ 
3. 
Many houses are still being built, others are being 
rebuilt, and none of the new ones are finished. 
The writer had the opportunity of watching one village, 
Aya Triada, develop from the time when the first sack 
of cement was dumped on the bare soil. 
The villages are almost all placed on the hill- 
side just immediately above the plain, so the streets 
and gardens are steep. The inhabitants cultivate the 
hillsides around and the fields in the plain which 
have been allotted to them; these latter are often 
quite a distance from the village which owns them. 
As the result of an enormous increase in the popula_ 
tion of the Valley all the available land is gradually 
coming under cultivation. Each year sees ploughing a 
little higher up the hillsides and further down into 
the plain, and one can foresee the day when the now 
bare hillsides will be terraced for orchards and vine_ 
yards. In 1926 it was reported that the arable land 
in Greece had been trebled within the last four years. 
The plain is very fertile, the common crops are 
wheat, oats, maize, rye, cotton, tobacco, melons, and 
vegetables, and orchards and vineyards are being 
planted. There is a conspicuous absence of trees 
everywhere except in the neighbourhood of the Agri_ 
cultural Schools and Vasilika. In both these local_ 
ities there are mulberry orchards and other fine trees. 
Fuel/ 
3a 
THE VAS1LIYA VALLEY. THE 
View from Pera is looking north -east to 1:t. Fortiach. 
The shore of the Gulf of Salonika is seen on the left. 
4. 
Fuel consists mainly of scrub and the grasses of the 
fields, and charcoal is brought in donkey loads from 
the wooded parts of Chalcidique. Most of the village 
transport is done with mules, donkeys, and ponies, 
but each day seems to see an increasing number of 
motors on the good roads and they can reach all the 
villages when the tracks are dry. 
The Valley contains a great variety of water 
supplies. Some villages draw water from wells, others 
have continually- running fountains, a few have in- 
stalled piped supplies, while others depend on Springs 
in ravines, and here and there are artesian supplies. 
This essay is concerned with malaria in the 
Vasilika Valley, and it can now be understood that it 
is a fortunate locality in which to study the subject. 
It is isolated geographically, and presents in 
miniature the problem of malaria in Macedonia, contain- 
ing as it does, a slow flowing river, hill streams, 
small swamps, and a great variety of water supplies. 
In addition to these facts the geological formation 
is unusual, as is that of a large part of Macedonia, 
and the reaction of the natural waters has a wide 
range, making it of great interest to the student of 
mosquito bionomics. Economically the district is of 
great importance. It is part of the market garden 
of Salonika; it contains three important institutions, 
namely,/ 
5. 
namely, the Greek Agricultural School, the Aerodrome, 
and Lutra,a health resort; and it is rapidly becoming 
la popular holiday resort for all classes in Salonika. 
The observations to be recorded are based on 
information collected during almost two years residence 
in the district. Even in so short a time, because 
of the rapidity of the settlement, and the astonishing 
enterprise of the refugees along many lines, it was 
possible to foresee what measures should be taken if 
malaria is not to become worse, at least in some of 
the villages. 
6. 
II. THE.REFUGEE PROBLEM AND THE HEALTH OF THE REFUGEES, 
Although it was by no means an uncommon fate for 
numbers of peasants to be refugees in Macedonia both 
before and since the Balkan Wars, if they happened to 
be in the territory which was being fought over or 
fought for, the refugee problem had never before 
approached the magnitude which it reached in 1922 
after the sack of Smyrna, and the subsequent events. 
In that year, and in 1923, Greece, whose population 
numbered five million souls, was suddenly faced with 
a million and a half refugees, an increase of her 
total population by three tenths. The first of them 
had fled from Asia Minor before the advance of the 
Turkish army; and the rest came from Asia Minor and 
Eastern Thrace some time later under the Exchange of 
Populations Scheme of the Convention of Lausanne. 
A small percentage of them had means to establish 
themselves in new homes; exchanged families usually 
managed to bring some of their goods with them; but 
those who fled from Smyrna left almost everything 
behind. So it came about that enormous numbers of 
people arrived in the Greek and Macedonian ports in 
varying degrees of misery, often without sufficient 
clothing or means of obtaining food. They were housed 
in every available empty building, theatres, churches, 
i empty 
7. 
empty villas, railway station buildings, and the 
corridors of government offices. From these they were 
distributed, usually to refugee camps in the vicinity 
of the ports, to wait until arrangements were suf- 
ficiently advanced for them to be sent up country to 
the new settlements. It must be remembered that,at 
the same timerrefugees of other nations, especially 
Russians and Armenians were pouring into the country. , 
Sickness was terribly prevalent, and malaria was 
epidemic. For practical purposes it may be assumed 
that at one stage or another, before they reached 
their final destinations, all the refugees were in- 
fected with malaria; and having got it they died in 
great numbers; and those who survived carried it with 
them to the remotest corners of Macedonia which the 
colonisation reached. 
The severity of the malaria is best brought home 
by the following short quotations from the 'Greek 
Refugee Settlement'. "During the last months of 1923 
the mortality among the refugee population was 45%; 
70% of the deaths were due to malaria ". "In the 
Chalcidice, Yeniji, Kilkis, Ekaterini and Serres one 
fifth of the population died in 1924 ". 
These people, arriving in Greece from other 
regions of the Near and Middle East, apparently con- 
stituted a population non immune to malaria just as 
the/ 
8. 
the Allied armies had done not ten years before; and 
in addition they had against them the factors of want' 
and misery. 
When the writer arrived in Macedonia in the late 
Autumn of 1924 the epidemic malaria was really over, 
but it was commonly stated in the villages that the 
men had lost days of work every week that summer from 
its ravages. 
During 1925 and 1926 it was possible to keep a 
few elementary medical statistics of some of the 
villages in the Vasilika Valley. Those of the villages 
on the north side of the river, the "Sedes group ", 
were most reliable, and are given in Table T. They 
are interesting and surprising and are the outcome of 
unique conditions and circumstances. Although they 
cannot be considered very reliable,two things are so 
noticeable that they cannot be overlooked. The first 
is the low death rate, and the second is the absence 
of serious disease apart from malaria. These can only 
be explained thus, firstly, that the migration had 
eliminated all the weakly and sick; and secondly, that 
the villages were almost entirely new and therefore 
extraordinarily clean. The unusual healthiness, apart 
from malaria, was possibly also influenced by the 
outdoor existence and fresh air which were enforced, 






























































33 134 2267 7 2 2 26 
Elementary medical statistics of "Sedes group" 
of villages. 
Total population of group in January 1926, 3214 soul. 
9. 
state of the houses. 
Many of the facts in this section are taken from 
the "Greek Refugee Settlement ". 
10. 
SECTION II. 
I. INSTITUTIONS AND VILLAGES IN THE VALLEY. 
In order to illustrate the problem of malaria 
during the past few years in the settlements and 
institutions of the Vasilika Valley they will be 
described individually. In each case where special 
observations were made, or anti - malaria measures were 
adopted they will be recorded. These were limited 
because the staff and funds for the work were small. 
Anti - malaria measures were only undertaken when it 
was more or less certain that they would be effective; 
and very occasionally they were adopted without the 
certainty that they would be of use when it was obvious 
that they would lead to publicity of educational value. 
The American Agricultural School. (See Map II) 
13.3sa. 
This colony is situated on the Sedes Kapudzilar 
road, g.00 feet above sea level, on the undulating 
land which lies between the Bay of Salonika and the 
foothills of the Hortach range. The total population 
is about 120 souls, eighty of whom are pupils drawn 
from all over Greece, many of them belonging to 
refugee families. 
The whole water supply of the colony comes from 
two wells and is pumped into a cement tank from which 
it is distributed to the various houses. There are 
also/ 
11. 
also two large underground rain water tanks. A water 
carriage drainage system is installed in the buildings, 
and the effluent of the septic tanks is used to 
irrigate two small patches of land. Otherwise there 
is no irrigation on the farm. There is no river nearer 
than the Sedes stream which is at least 2 kilometres 
away, and no permanently running water...supply nearer 
than a fountain on the main road beside the sea. 
This Farm School was the only place where 
regular observations could be made, and they are of 
interest because the School is equivalent to a small 
village and what was learned and accomplished there 
is applicable to some settlements in Macedonia. 
It can be seen at once that it was an ideal place in 
which to control malaria, for the water supply was 
limited and the settlement quite isolated. 
During the summer of 1924 malaria was very bad 
in the School, almost all the staff and boys had it. 
The writer arrived in the autumn and was led to under_ 
stand that there had been an Anopheles breeding place 
in the orchard during the summer. It had disappeared) 
before October but there were plenty of mosquitoes to 
be found in the houses and outhouses during that month. 
Malaria was very prevalent and a case of black water 
fever occurred in November and another some months 
later. 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































on the School were screened, the regular catching of 
mosquitoes was started, and the systematic treatment 
of all cases of malaria begun. 
Table II gives the records of the mosquitoes 
caught during 1925 which is the only year for which 
the records are complete. It notes also the breeding 
season of Anophelini in other parts of the district, 
which checks the observations at the School. 
Anophelini were caught regularly all winter but 
by April they had disappeared. Where they went to 
can only be guessed. Perhaps they died, having found 
no suitable breeding place near the School, or possibly 
they flew far away in search of suitable water. 
Breeding started elsewhere in the district in April, 
but no adults were caught on the School until September 
when they began to appear. At first they were all 
A.superpictus,and then A. maculipennis was caught 
also. It was presumed that they came from some place 
near the buildings, and a general search was made, 
in vain. The unpleasant conclusion was that these 
mosquitoes were flying from a distance and that the 
idea of keeping the School mosquito free was impossible. 
This was the writer's opinion in September when one 
day it was reported that a small shallow pool about 
one foot square had been found in a grassy field 




Anopheline Mosquitoes caught on American Farm School in 1925. 
Total. Classification_. 
Jan. 5th } 26 S. 50% M. 5o% 
12th 8 
21st 25 S.32% M.68% 
26th 16 
Feb. 2nd 9 S.2 M.78f 
9th 22 
17th 40 S.47% m.53% 
29th 34 S.24% M.76% 
Mar. 2nd S.32% M.68% 
May 18th none (On April 25th mosquito larvae 
















Sep. 15th 8 s.100% 
21st 17 S.100% 
28th 27 s.1004 
30th 27 S.97% M. 3% 
Oct. 1st S.83% M. 17% 







on school found in the 
middle of October.) 
28th 18 S. 95% M.5% 
Nov. 2nd 27 S. 6o% M.40% 
7th 7 S. 62% M.28% 
26% 2 s. so% M. 50% 
T)eo. 3rd S. 6o% M.40% (By the end of November no 
6th 8 S. 75% M.25% Anophelinae were breeding 
15th 9 s. 60cf m.40% in the Valley.) 
20th 10 S. 80% M.20% 
30th 12 s. 6o% m.404 
S .. A.superpitus. 
M _ A.maculipennis. 
13. 
an underground water pipe and was swarming with 
anopheline larvae. It has been suggested that when 
the natural breeding places of mosquitoes are scarce 
for any reason they may adopt unusual or artificial 
qv at places. This grassy pool resembling the natural 
breeding places of the local Anophelini is evidence 
that that suggestion is probably not applicable to 
the common Anophelini of Macedonia. It was the one 
Anopheles breeding place found on the School during 
two years, while Culicini turned up in any place or 
thing in which water could lie for a few days, in_ 
eluding old tins, the rain water tank, the cement tank 
for drinking water, one of the wells, the septic tanks, 
and the irrigation channels. 
The pool was dealt with and still Anophelini were 
caught for the rest of the season. Certainly they 
were few in number, and it was difficult to decide 
whether they had all hatched from that pool; or as 
the season advanced, had some enterprising insects 
flown from the nearest breeding places over a kilo_ 
metre away. There was no evidence during two years 
that flights of mosquitoes occurred, the writer slept 
out of doors all the year round and would certainly 
have noticed flights had they taken place. 
There is just one other way of accounting for 
the mosquitoes, if they did not all come from the one 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































that the cattle brought mosquitoes to his village at 
night when they came up from the plains. Now the 
School is situated on the old highway up the Vasilika! 
Valley and the route is still used for village trans_; 
port. The troops of donkeys, and mules, and the 
flocks which roam the country, pass that way contin- 
ually and stop to drink at the School watering place. 
Possibly they bring mosquitoes with them. 
During 1925 and 1926 the health of the School 
improved enormously. In 1924 it was said that almost 
all the staff and boys were ill at one time or another. 
During the session of 1925,when anti. -malaria work was 
already in progress,there were 45 admissions to the 
School hospital for malaria, most of them relapses. 
In the session of 1926 the number was 25, a decrease 
of almost 50. As all the pupils may be reinfected 
each time they go home to their villages for holidays, 
such figures are not of much value as an index of 
the healthiness or otherwise of the School. The 
evidence that is of value is this. The place had 
become what might truly be called a black water fever, 
locality after the summer of 1924. But after that 
autumn when anti_malaria work was started, the English, 
American, and Greek staff of a Relief organisation, 
and the permanent resident staff of the Farm School 
lived for two years without one of them contracting 




Incidence of malaria in the Bo s of the American 
Farm. School during sessions 1924-25 and 1925 -28. 
1924 -25. 
total 78 boys. 
1925.26 
total 83 boys. 
Oct. 15 (after summer 
holidays) 
7 
Nov. 6 1 
Dec. 3 5 
Jan. 1 4 
Feb. 7 6 
March 5 1 
April 4 - 
MaV 1 - 
June 4 1 
46 total 25 
15. 
It must be said that this was only attained by 
the most unceasing vigilance, which will have to be 
maintained, because the School is continually admitting 
infected boys from elsewhere in Greece,who are liable 
to be reinfected during each holiday spent in a 
malarious village. 
The problem of malaria control in the Colony 
will become further complicated because the land all 
round the School territory is being developed by new 
settlers. As gardens and vineyards spring up, each 
with its well and irrigation system, it will be 
increasingly difficult to keep down. Anophelini within . 
a radius of even half a kilometre on all sides of the 
buildings. 
The Greek Agricultural School. 
This School is situated in the centre of the 
Valley at the point where the two main roads diverge 
some e kilometres south of Salonika. 
It has been closed to students for some time on 
account of malaria. It is surrounded by fine trees, 
and has a beautiful walnut plantation and a large 
mulberry orchard. The extensive gardens are over- 
grown, the drainage ditches are blocked, and the land 
is in part let out to peasants from villages some 
distance away. 
The water supply for the School and its gardens 
comes 
16. 
comes from various fountains and wells, and after 
escaping it collects in a small swamp between the 
lower end of the gardens and the sea. 
Anopheline larvae were found in the unkept court- 
yard fountain overflow, in the overgrown irrigation 
ditches, and in the swamp. They were also present in 
the ornamental tanks, and open reservoirs, which con_ 
tained floating vegetation. One shallow garden well 
where a few enormous goldfish lived, was free from 
larvae. 
From the medical history of this institution and 
the American Farm School it seems likely that the . 
sine qua non for a successful agricultural school in 
Macedonia at present is permanent and efficient anti_ 
malaria work on the spot. 
Arsakii. 
Arsakli is a refugee village with a popula_ 
tion of about 600 souls. It is placed high 
above Salonika on the main road from the city to the 
Hortach Plateau. The site is superb for it looks 
far and wide over the Bay of Salonika and beyond to the 
Olympic range. It is outside the Valley but is in 
oluded in this study because its history is instructive. 
The water supply comes from pipes laid by the 
Allies to bring water from Hortach., and it is dis- 
tributed to several taps in the village. 
During / 
17. 
During 1925 the Head man of the community ruled 
with wisdom and courage, and knowing well the danger 
of mosquitoes, fined those who left the water taps 
running. In 1926 he was replaced, and in the late 
summer of that year the taps were dripping, and water') 
lay in the garden boundary ditches, and in the roadside 
ditches, and anopheline larvae were found in them. 
The school spleen rate was 6 %, the lowest in the 
district, but it is not unlikely that it will rise 
if the water is not controlled. The village is 
relatively /rich' which with the fine situation 
accounts for the low spleen rate. The people would 
not be so exposed to infection during the migration 
for they could afford to choose lodgings, and having 
been well fed since they settled they have been more 
able to resist and throw off disease than their poorer 
countrymen. 
With such a site and with a tapped water supply 
the control of mosquitoes could hardly be easier than, 
in this village. 
Sedes. 
Sedes is a large village about two kilometres 
south of the American Farm School. It has an old 
Turkish quarter as well as new settlements and is 
distinguished by being the only place in the district), 
which has got a minaret. 
The / 
18. 
The population in January 1926 was 1020. 
The whole water supply for the community comes 
from the Sedes stream which flows beside the village. 
As mentioned above, most of the streams in the valley 
are dry in summer. The Sedes stream is no exception 
but it contains an unusually large spring in its bed 
some distance above the village; and the water which 
rises there flows for a mile down the ravine before 
it dries up. The drinking water is drawn from pipes 
driven deep into the ravine at the spring, and is 
conducted by a stone aqueduct and pipes, to various 
permanently running fountains in the village. These 
lead to a considerable amount of stagnant water in 
the garden boundary ditches. There is a mill in the 
old quarter and its mill stream is led from the ravine 
a short distance below the spring. The channel runs 
along the outskirts of the village and passing through 
the mill reaches the ravine again by a circuitous 
route. In the whole length of its course this mill 
stream is liable to be tapped for irrigation by 
people whose gardens and fields border on it. The 
wastefulness or otherwise with which the water is used 
seems to depend on the character of the individual 
gardener. Frequently the mill stream banks are not 
properly repaired by those who have made openings in 
them, and pools are left, and trickles can be found 
here and there where the water escapes by short cuts 
back/ 
19. 
back to the ravine. 
The school spleen rate in 1925 was 6014.Anophelini 
swarmed in the stream in its whole course of a mile; 
they were also found occasionally in the grassy 
village ditches and in the leaks from the mill stream. 
The village scout troop drained some of the 
ditches and repaired the mill stream, but this was 
obviously of little use when the stream was full of 
mosquito larvae. So in 1926 it was decided that it 
would be worth while for the sake of publicity and 
the training of the scouts to install oil drips in 
the ravine. 
The first drip was set up at the spring and in a 
day or two cleared about 200 yards of thy stream but 
the oil did not seem to get much further, so other 
drips were put up at intervals and were quite as 
efficient. Sometimes the oil became blocked on a 
ridge of floating debris, but it spread well and 
tended to collect in the eddying corners where larvae 
abound. A drip of jgas' oil working at 40 drops a 
minute cleared about 200 yards of the stream completely 
of larvae in about two days in midsummer when the 
stream was very slow and shallow. The 'ga oil spread 
very well and was almost invisible except to the expert 
eye. However much the shepherds had been convinced 
of the good faith of the experimenters they would 
probably/ 
View of Sedes and the Vasilika Valley from near the 
American Farm School,showing treeless undulating 
counlry,and Mt.Karatepe a s of the Hortiach Range 
on the left 
pur 
Fixing 'Nail Drip'at a small water fall of the Sedes 
stream some yards below the spring in the ravine. 
20. 
probably have removed the drip if they had seen any 
change in the water which their flocks were drinking. 
It was not of the least use to install a drip until 
publicity had been given to the matter through the 
Scouts, the local doctor, and others; and until all 
concerned, gardeners, shepherds, goose girls and 
swineherds were convinced that it could bring no harm 
to their live stock or plants. When all was explain_ 
ed these people became consumed with curiosity to 
understand what was, happening, and were willing to 
help to regulate the drip, and to protect it from 
thieves, 
Such a stream constitutes a very difficult pro- 
blem for the anti_malaria worker. At the present timer, 
i 
it is essential for the village life that it should 
remain above the surface of the ravine bed, so the 
only applicable measure is to make the water un_ 
attractive for mosquitoes. So far as is known oiling! 
is the best means of doing this, and there is no 
doubt that it would not be too costly for a village 
such as Sedes when the community is settled. 
An oil engine for grinding flour is being set up by 
an enterprising refugee family so there will always 
be a supply of oil and waste oil in the village. 
The problem is to persuade the people that the 
supervision of the village water, and of a few oil 
drips, is a matter of sufficient importance to be 
included/ 
21. 
included among the other communal undertakings which 
village life demands. 
It is interesting to note that during the War 
8. 
the spleen rate of Sedes was reported as 51 %. That 
was when the village was quite small and housed a 
mixed Turkish and Macedonian population. 
Kran_kajatsali. 
Kran and Kaja Tsali were two very small 
old villages, about half a mile from one another on 
the low foothills of Mount Hortiach. A new settle- 
ment of houses was built on the hillside between them 
in 1925 and 1926 and the whole was renamed Kran_ 
kajatsali. In 1926 the population numbered 68 famil_ 
ies., 234 individuals, 
The water supply for Kajatsali was a well, while 
the Kran families and the people of the new settlement 
drew water from a spring in the ravine which lies 
between them. The water from this spring runs for 
about 200 yards before it disappears into the soil 
and then it reappears for a few yards lower down in 
the ravine before finally 'the sun takes it' as the 
local expression is. It is called the Kran stream. 
At its source it is used for drinking, a little lower 
down for village washing, and lower still for watering 
flocks and herds and turkeys. In 1925 the incidence 
of/ 
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of malaria in the new settlement was very high, and 
the stream was full of A,superpictus. The spleen rate 
of the children drawn from the whole community was 
55%. In 1926, when the mosquito breeding season 
began, an oil drip was set up in the stream beside 
the spring, and the Schoolmaster, and indeed the 
whole village, took a lively interest in it. Gas oil' 
was used and in a few days larvae were hardly to be 
found, 
It has been observed that village washing may 
13 
diminish larvae in mosquito breeding water but such 
was not the case here, they were present in numbers a 
few yards below the washing place. It was noticed 
that the oil spread unusually well on the stream, 
perhaps that was due to a small percentage of in- 
different soap. 
This village is superbly situated, and could be 
kept mosquito free with very little effort, for there 
is no water near except the short stream. A piped 
supply which is going to be introduced to the Kajat_ 
sali portion may lead to complications, but at present 
the situation is simple. 
The village was very poor, but with character. 
istic devotion the people arranged that someone should 
teach their children, and a small room with a few 
seats was set aside for the school. The writer has 
seen the children go up to the master's desk, one by 
one, / 
The Fran School with the teacher and some of the 
children. 
The Fran Stream a few yards below the source of 
the spring.Women washing clothes;oil'Tap drip' 
fixed to bank overhanging a small pool below the 
washing place. 
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one, to read the lesson from the single copy of the 
reading book which the school possessed. The School_I 
master showed great devotion. He undertook to give 
quinine to the children every day, and if they did 
not attend he went to their homes and to the fields 
to distribute it, knowing well what a difference it 
would make to their attendance at school, and their 
general appearance. This, is a digression to emphasise 
the fact that often progressive and intelligent 
people are to be found among the refugees, who by 
their individual effort could probably control the 
malaria in a village, and would do so gladly. 
Matzarides. 
This settlement has a population of 760, 
and lies on the main road of the valley below Mount 
Karatepe. It is almost entirely new, all that remains 
of the old regime being a Beys house and surrounding 
courtyard. 
The water supply comes from a spring in the Kran' 
stream bed, in iron pipes, to a perpetually running 
fountain in the centre of the village. The overflow 
from the fountain runs along the roadside, passes undér 
it, and is lost in a series of pools where mud bricks 
are made below the village. The inhabitants cultivate 
the fields round about and their land extends into 




The perpetually running water supply.Fhotopraph taken 
in midsummer when supply of water very 1o5. 
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there on uncultivated patches. Less than half a mile; 
below the village there is a small spring and from it 
long drainage ditch runs west and joins the North 
ditch of the Valley (see map). Anophelini breed in 
the overflow from the fountain and in the long drain_' 
age ditch which is overgrown with vegetation. 
The spleen rate in 1925 was 50 %. It was a peasant 
here who said that the cattle brought mosquitoes with 
them at night when they returned from the plain at 
dusk. 
It was possible to prevent mosquito breeding in 
the fountain overflow by clearing out the vegetation. 
Experiments in the long drainage ditch gave the same 
result. 
During 1926 the picture became more complicated. 
The more prosperous families began to dig shallow 
wells in their fields in the valley, in order to water 
the special crops; and these contained some Anophelini 
although Culicini preponderated. Little huts also 
sprang up in the fields which meant that the people 
were sleeping down there, probably to guard the melon 
crop. 
Lutra. 
This is an old institution about one and a 
half kilometres further up the Valley than Matzarides. 
It is a popular health resort on account of four hot 
springs 
25. 
springs over which baths have been built. During the 
winter it is almost deserted, but for a few months in 
summer it is invaded by rheumatic and sick folk from 
Salonika and further afield. It is pretty generally 
recognised that the treatment there is to have hot 
baths and malaria: 
The four baths lie on the south side of the road 
and the effluent water from them trickles down into 
the plain by a maze of channels and ditches. Some of 
it ends in a small swamp while the rest finds its way 
into the North ditch (see map). The water in the 
baths is alkaline and warm and will be discussed later 
in the section on the reaction of the natural water 
in the Valley. it is sufficient here to say that the, 
maze of ditches breeds Anophelini in numbers, and that 
one of them near the smallest bath was the earliest 
Anopheles breeding place in the whole district both 
in 1925 and 1926, probably because the water in it 
is slightly warm. A little oiling was done here as 
a practical demonstration to draw the attention of 
the visitors in the place; not because it would dimin1. 
ish the numbers of mosquitoes, although the inhabitants 
claimed that it had done so. 
Lutra is one of the most malarious localities in¡ 
the Valley, and it was such a menace to the public 
that the writer addressed a letter to the town council 
of Salonika drawing its attention to the matter. 
Lu,tra 
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Lutra is municipal property which is let out to hotel, 
keepers and caterers during the season. It is within 
the bounds of possibility that the great reputation 
of the place as a health resort may be partly due to 
the therapeutic action of malaria, acting in rheumatism 
and other chronic conditions, in much the same way as 
it has been shown to do in the treatment of general 
paralysis of the insane. 
Vas il ika. 
Vasilika is an old Macedonian settlement. 
It is the largest village in the district, and gives 
its name to the Valley. It has a population of 
3500 The houses cluster irregularly along 
either side of the river, and are surrounded by fine Í 
i 
trees and orchards. The main crops are cereals, 
tobacco, cotton, fruit, and the local silk is cele_ 
brated. There are two doctors resident in the village 
and it may be said of them, as of many in Macedonia, 
that they make their annual income during the summer 
months, and from malaria. The spleen rate, which is 
the only 'static' spleen rate in the valley is given 
opposite. It is only in old established communities 
that separate classes can be examined; in refugee 
schools the children are still all taught together 
in one room, and older children cannot be examined 
because they have to work in the fields. 
There 
2Ba. 
Spleen Rate in the Vasilika School.I92A. 
Youngest Class. I5ó 
Second Class. I ó 
Third Class. 25; 
Avera.r?e . ' I 7 jo
(T6 years of are usually) 
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There is abundant water in Vasilika, particularly 
from running fountains, and the overflow finds its 
way back to the river rapidly. 
On the north side of the main road about half a 
mile from the houses there is a spring in a small over- 
grown pond, and the water from it wanders through 
gardens, and orchards, and is led off for irrigation 
here and there before it finally straggles into the 
river. The whole area breeds mosquitoes. 
There is another source of mosquitoes on the 
south side of the village. It is the Sirroti mill 
stream where it is broken down and leaking. Neither 
this source of Anophelini nor that on the north side 
is very near the houses, so although the place is 
thoroughly malarious it is not so bad as Lutra and the 
Greek farm school sites. 
Briefly the Anopheles control in Vasilika is the 
control of irrigation water and the clearing of 
irrigation channels. Now, such an old settlement has 
irrigation laws and traditional water rights, and it 
would be a much mere. difficult matter to introduce new 
irrigation laws there than in a new settlement, whose' 
community life has still to be arranged. 
Sirroti. 
There is little to say of this settlement, 
it is not entirely new, and the population in 1926 
was 218. The spleen rate in 1925 was 34%, and at 
that/ 
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that time water was drawn from wells and the supply 
was inadequate. In 1926 a piped supply was brought 
from a large fountain on the hills some distance 
away. The water was acid, and the pipes iron, and 
they rapidly became corroded and leaked all along the 
line. In any case the village could not drink the 
water, but they managed to use it for washing. No 
anopheline breeding place was to be found near the 
village, the Sirroti mill stream in the Valley far 
below was the nearest possibility. 
It is possible that the new water supply, leaking 
along the pipes as it does, will constitute a danger,; 
because the water has only to run for a few yards 
through the grass to become neutral or alkaline. The 
supply has been too recently installed for an opinion 
on this matter to be formed. The writer tends to 
think that this village and Aya Triada, where new 
breeding places have been made possible, and which 
are not near any old natural breeding place, will have 
to be colonised by Anophelini. And that will occur 
in an unusually wet season, or by transport. 
The acid water supply is one of the mineral springs 
which appear in the line of the geological fault, 
on the south side of the plain. 
Aya Paraskivi. 
Aya Paraskivi supported a population of 
555 in January 1926. In 1925 the spleen rate was 50%. 
The/ 
29. 
The spring of the Saint Paraskivi is some distance 
from the village, and will be referred to again be_ 
cause of its unusual reaction. The water supply comes 
from wells, and no Anopheline breeding place was found 
near the village. In 1925 and 1926 no water lay 
between this village and the Vasilika river, during 
the summer. 
Tagartjides. 
Even in the summer of 1926 the building 
here was not far advanced and no school was organised. 
So the spleen rate was not obtained, and no very 
definite idea of the amount of malaria infection 
present was established. The water supply for the 
settlement will be supplied from wells. There is a 
short sandy stream some distance from the settlement 
which was not much investigated. As in Aya Paraskivi 
the peasants cultivate the fields far into the valley. 
In the summers of 1925 and 1926 the nearest permanent 
water in the plain was the Ryssion mill stream. 
Neon Rossion. 
This settlement is entirely new. It has 
a population of 589, and is not at all flourishing, 
because the groups of refugees which it contains have 
not been able to organise themselves into a community 
as 
30. 
as others have succeeded in doing. The water supply, 
during the settlement, was drawn from an old well a 
short distance away. More recently a supply was 
brought in pipes from a spring in the ravine which 
forms the west boundary of the village. It was led to 
a central village tap. The spring is small and all 
the water was used so the ravine bed was practically 
dry. In midsummer 1926 the pipes began to leak so 
badly that the fountain stopped running, and the 
people, unable to organise themselves to repair it, 
began to draw water directly from the spring. An over- 
flow then began to run down the ravine and soon 
swarmed with A. superpictus. 
An oil drip cleared the stream of living larvae 
in a day. It was not longer than 200 yards but it 
was so near the houses as to constitute a real danger 
This was the only permanent water near the village. 
The nearest water in the plain was the Ryssion mill 
stream. The Ryssionites cultivate the fields down 
to the Mill, which is mosquito infested. The spleen 
rate in 1925 was 75%, the highest in the Valley. 
The writer is of opinion that, although there is no 
doubt that the people were heavily infected during 
the migration, their economic distress is accountable 




Peraia is also an entirely new village of 800 
inhabitants; it has had the advantage of being com- 
paratively harmonious, and is a progressive community. 
Situated on the hillside half a mile from the sea, it 
could be a health resort. Two years ago the water 
was drawn from a spring in the ravine which bounds the 
houses on the east, and some was also carried from a 
fountain half a mile away. Now water has been brought 
in pipes from the hills to a large tank whence it is 
distributed to taps in the village. Any overflow runs 
through the gardens and disappears in them, or collects 
in a pit in the field below. The spring in the ravine 
is therefore only used now for washing and watering 
animals and it swarms with A. superpictus larvae in 
summer. There is no other water near the houses and 
there is none between them and the sea, so the mosquito 
problem lies in the spring in the ravine and the small 
stream which trickles from it for about 100 yards. 
A worker resident in the village was able to control 
the water in 1925 and 1926, and the local Scouts oiled 
and trained the stream in the ravine regularly. 
As the result it can be truly said that mosquitoes 
were a negligible quantity during that time. The 
peasants maintained that there were none, but that was 




.e;411. 1. sy" 
Large fountain halt a mile from Peraia,troughs 
overflowinV perpetually. 
The Pera is stream. 
The original water supply of the village being cleared 
and rechannelled by the local Scout troop. 
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The village could easily be kept healthy as re_ 
gards malaria. It must always be remembered, however, 
that as prosperity grows irrigation systems may be 
set up. The spleen rate in 1925 was 60 %. 
Epivatis.. 
Epivatis is divided into two parts, one group 
of houses is situated on the hillside, and the other 
is on the shore beside the pier. It is in many ways 
like Peraia, except that here there is even less chance 
of mosquito breeding. The water supply is well tapped 
in the lower part of the settlement. A fountain, 
with a storage tank for the overflow, which supplies 
some of the higher houses was never found to harbour 
Anophelinae. The spleen rate in 1925 was 30%. 
Aya Triada. 
The writer saw this village grow up from 
the day when the first building material was dumped 
on the bare ledge of land between the sea and the hills. 
It was placed there possibly because of the presence 
of an old fountain of good water. As time went on 
the water was piped from the fountain to various taps, 
l but before midsummer 1926 the taps were in dis-repair 
and water was standing about in the garden boundary 
ditches, and they were full of Oulicini. No Anophelini 
were found in 1926 but, so far as can be seen, there 
is/ 
32Q 
Two of the new tapped water supplies for Fereia. 
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is no reason why they should not breed there sooner 
or later. The reaction of the water is suitable for 
them, and as in Sirroti,they may have to be imported. 
The spleen rate in 1925 was 41%, so that if Anophelinae 
!appear the conditions are favourable for the spread of 
malaria. 
Michaniona. 
Michaniona is not in the Vasilika Valley, 
but may be mentioned for the sake of comparison with 
others. The population numbers 1763 souls and the 
whole settlement is entirely new. There is no stream 
anywhere near it and the water is drawn from wells, 
some of which are covered and fitted with windmills. 
There is a farm a quarter of a mile away which breeds 
thousands of Oulicini in its garden tank, but no 
anopheline larvae were seen in it. 
In the late summer of 1925 the local doctor was 
convinced that some new cases of malaria were occur_ 
ring in the village in spite of the apparently perfect 
site, and the absence of mosquitoes. The villagers 
were rather vague about the mosquitoes and suggested 
that if there were any that they had flown across the 
sea from Thessaly or the Vardar swamps, 30 miles away. 
The village lies on the sea side above sandy cliffs, 
and at the foot of the cliffs there is a belt of shore 
where the boats lie. On this narrow shore an Anopheles 
breeding/ 
34. 
breeding place was discovered in an overgrown disused 
mud brick pit. 
The spleen rate in 1925 was 18%. 
If no unforeseen complication arises the site 
of this settlement could hardly be better, from the 
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II. THE SPLEEN RATES. 
Table IV gives the spleen rates in the Valley 
in the villages where schools were in existence in 
1925. 
The children were usually between six and thirteen 
years of age; older children could not be collected 
for they were scattered working in the fields. 
The rates are of interest but are not of the 
significance of spleen rates in long settled countries. 
They are a record of 'imported' malaria, of the degree 
of infection acquired by the communities during the 
migration, which has of course been modified by 
various factors since they settled. They are not a 
reliable index of the malariousnéss of the village 
sites; but when coupled with a knowledge of the 
localities, they are of value to those who would fore._ 
see the future health of the settlements, and they 
will be of undoubted interest to the student of malaria 
in the Valley years hence. 
The factors influencing the spleen rates in one 
or two of the villages during the settlement are 
unmistakable, and are worth mentioning. For example 
Arsakli had the lowest spleen rate in 1925. The 
village no doubt has an almost unique site, and 




Spleen ratas of School children in the Vasilika 
Valley in 1925. 
1925. 
American Farm School 180 
Ars akl i 6% 
Sedes . . . 60% 
Matai rides 50% 
Kiatsali Kran 35% 
Vasilika . . I7) 
Sirroti . . 34g/0 
Aya Paraskivi 50% 
Peraia . 60°4 
Epivates . 30% 
Michaniona 18% 
Aya Tziada 41% 
36. 
that account,and because of the wise leadership of 
the Head man. But'abet important was its economic 
well -being:it was the 'richest' refugee village in 
the district. 
Michaniona on the contrary was poor,but its 
site is as nearly ideal as any site could be,and the 
chances of the people becoming reinfected after they 
settled were almost ne ;ligible,so the malaria tended 
to die out. 
Neon Ryssion had the highest rate of a11,72 ó, 
and its site is far from being the worst. It was the 
poorest,least hopeful colony in the district, and 
there is no doubt that for long the people had not 
nearly enough to eat. 
The spleen rate in the American Farm School 
was still 18;2 in the Spring of I925 after mosquito 
catching and regular treatment with quinine had been 
going on for months_ evidence of the severity 
of infection in 1924. 
The Vasilika rate is the only 'static' one 
in the Valley. 
Taking the Valley generally it was concluded 
from the knowledge of the spleen rates and the 
village sites,that the villages north of the river, 
namely,Sedes,Lutre,Matjarides,and Iran -ka jatsali, 
would, in the natural course of events remain very 
malarious;while those south of the river,Sirroti, 
Aya Peraskivi,Tagart Sides,/ 
37. 
Tagartjides,Ryssion, Peraia, and the others would 
improve very much. This was shown to be already in 
progress in the summer of 1926 when the doctor in 
charge of the north villages was hard worked,while 
his colleague who visited the south side of the Valley 
had much less to do. 
In the early summer of 1925 when the spleen rate 
of the children in the school at Peraia was 60%, it 
was decided to hold a quinine parade because reliable 
supervision was available. For two months all the 
children were given quinine each morning while at 
school. The dose was 10 grains for all over ten years 
of age and the same for the younger children who could 
take so much, and most of them were able to do so. 
,A few of them took 7 grains only. Watson has said 
that 6 grains a day is not much use if the spleen rate 
is as high as 75%. 
Some months later, in the autumn, the school was 
again examined and the spleen rate had fallen to 30%. 
There was probably little reinfection during the summer 
or it would not have shown such improvement. Everyone'. 
witnessed the improvement in the general appearance 
and health of the school children. 
37a. 
The Quinine Parade at Peraia, 
3R. 
III. THE ANOPHELINI IN THE VALLEY ,.ND THE 
TYPES OF BREEDING PLACE.;_ 
The common species of Anopheles which were found 
in 1925 and 1926 were A. superpict.us and A.maculi- 
pennis.The former was more frequent in the hill 
streams but appeared also in the plain;the latter 
way, specially prevalent in the plain but was also 
found in the hill streams. A.bifurcatue was taken 
in the North Ditch and in the Vasilika ditches at 
the beginning of the breeding season. The breeding 
season started. in the end of April in 1925 and 
about the same time in 1926. The first larvae found 
in the whole district each spring were in the grassy 
channels at Lutra,possibly because the water there 
was slightly warm. The breeding season ended late 
in November in 1924 and I925. 
It was apparent from weekly observations at the 
American Farm School that the hibernation of the 
mosquitoes is a very irregular habit depending on 
the weather. They go out and in during the warm 
spells and feed at intervals during the winter. 
Specimens of A.maculipennis were noticed to attain 
an enormous size sometimes in winter,and Table - II. 
shows that this species survived the winter more 
successfully than did A.s.znerpictus.'To mosquitoes 
were found wintering as larva.e,but A.bifurcatus ' 
adults were/ 
39. 
were not caught in winter so the writer thinks that 
they were missed when hibernating as larvae. Wenyon 
found A. bifurcatiis at the larval stage in winter in 
25. 
Macedonia during the War. 
The Anopheles breeding places in the Valley are 
marked in Map II, and almost without exception they 
can be classified as 'permanent' and 'natural'. 
'Temporary' breeding places were not of importance at 
least in 1925 and l926. The Macedonian summer is 
dry and after the occasional rainfalls the water dries 
with amazing rapidity for there is little dense 
vegetation to retain it. Rain water seldom lies for 
a week after it has fallen even in low localities. 
In late October in 1924 Anophelini were found in a 
borrow pit of the embankment marked 'French Road' 
after heavy rains. This shows that temporary breeding 
places can occur in a mild autumn when the breeding 
season is not over before the rains set in. And of 
course an abnormally wet summer would lead to the 
same thing. 
'Artificial' breeding places of Anophelini were 
found thrice, and will be mentioned because no one of 
them could be truly called artificial. The first 
were the cement tanks in the Greek farm School gardens, 
and they were full of plankton. The second was a 
metal barrel standing in the centre of Peraia; the 
water in it gave the reading pH 9 and a green water 
weed/ 
40. 
weed was growing in it. The third was a shallow 
garden well in the Angelochori farm which was full 
of vegetation and registered pH S. 
40. 
weed was growing in it. The third was a shallow 
garden well in the Angelochori farm which was full 
of vegetation and registered pH g. 
41. 
IV. THE REACTION OF ANOPHELES-BREEDING WATER. 
During the last twenty years biologists have 
been investigating the influence of the hydrogen ion 
concentration of environment on diverse forms of life, 
and a vast literature on the subject is accumulating, 
and details of this factor in plant and animal life 
are being slowly pieced together to make plain some 
of the fundamental laws of Ecology. The introduction 
of delicate colour indicators has made hydrogen ion 
observations comparatively easy and has been greatly 
responsible for the stimulus which the subject has 
received within the last few years. 
Botanists appear to be ahead of the Zoologists 
in this field, perhaps because for ages the importance 
of the reaction of the soil in plant growth has been 
appreciated. 
The reaction of the soil has been extensively 
studied both in relation to plant growth and plant 
18. 
formations. Olsen holds that plants are indicators 
of the reaction of the soil in which they are found, 
and shows "that the hydrogen ion concentration has a 
definite influence on plant formations, and single 
species are only found in soil the hydrogen ion con_ 
centration of which lies within a range for that 
species, and within this range is a narrower range 
where the species has its greatest frequency ". 
Much/ 
42. 
Much work has also been done on the influence 
of hydrogen ion concentration on the bionomics of 
algae in sea and fresh water. 
Arrhenius investigating earthworms found that the 
optimum environment for them is a soil giving the 
reaction pH 7. Shelford found that various aquatic 
animals react definitely to variations in hydrogen 
ion concentration and that each species tolerates a 
rather wide range with a definite optimum. Snails 
6, 
;were investigated by Atkins and Lebour who showed that 
each species lives in soil or water of a certain pH 
range, and further, that because the reaction of the 
soil and natural waters dependent on the geological 
formation, it is possible to predict the distribution 
of snails to some extent from knowledge of the geo- 
logical formation alone. 
In 1920 Macgregor started to investigate the 
matter in relation to mosquito larvae. He found, 
that in the laboratory, three species of English 
mosquitoes could survive an alkalinity of pH9.8 and 
died in acid water of pH4.4. Two other species 
(3. 
developed in pH4.4. Later in Mauritius he found 
that local Anophelini in water ranging from pH9.5 to 
pH 8.4 and rarely in places giving the reading 7.4; 
and maintained that the pH reading of any water there 




Senior White in Ceylon found the 
43. 
local Anophelini in water with readings from pH 8.6 
to pH 5.8 and decided that on the whole the local 
a, 
Culicini had a more restricted range. Buxton, in 
Palestine found six species of Anopheles in water 
varying from pH 9.?, to pH 7.4, and of these only one 
occurred in water less alkaline than pH 8. He notes 
that Nablus, where the water supply is unusually acid 
for Palestine (pH 7..7.35), is free from malaria. 
2$ 
Home has observed that various malaria-free parts of 
the tropics have a slightly acid water supply. He 
noted that when the Wag water in Jamaica changed from 
alkaline to acid after heavy rains a species of 
Anopheles disappeared from it for two months. Atkins, 
working from certain known facts of the correlation 
of the distribution of animal species and the hydrogen 
ion concentration of the soil and water, sought to 
explain the surprising absence of malaria from various 
places by suggesting that the local waters might be 
of an unsuitable reaction for the mosquito carriers 
26. 
of the disease there. Williamson has recorded that 
Anopheles breeding almost ceases in the rice fields 
in Malay when the acidity of the water reaches pH 6. 
He is of the opinion that a change in hydrogen ion 
concentration, irrespective of the chemical cause, 
definitely influences larval counts. 
It is not unlikely, therefore, that further 
observations/ 
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observations on the pH of Anopheles breeding water 
in different parts of the world will be of great 
interest and use to the anti -malaria workers. It is 
also possible that this study will be more profitable 
in some countries than in others because of variations, 
in geological formation, and distribution of mosquito 
1species. 
During the summer of 1926 the opportunity arose 
of making a few observations on the reaction of the 
mosquito breeding water in the Vasilika Valley and 
in the Langada Beshik Valley. 
Transport and other difficulties demanded that 
the technique should be as simple as possible, and 
the following method was adopted. A white enamel 
soup ladle was used as a dipper and after dipping 
about in the water for some minutes a small quantity 
was tested, in the ladle, with the B.D.H. Universal 
Indicator; and the observation was repeated two or 
three times. 
It was found that the two valleys are of especial 
interest because the reaction of the natural waters 
has an unusually wide range. This probably applies to 
a large part of Macedonia because the geological 
formation there is exceptional. There are many faults 
in the formation and these are marked by the appearance 
of warm and cold springs which arise from great depths. 
Three 
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Three interesting places were investigated,. Lutra, 
Aya Paraskivi, and Lake Langada. Each of them lies 
in the line of a geological fault. 
Lutra. 
This settlement has been described already. 
It is celebrated for four hot springs over which baths 
have been erected. When the water leaves the baths 
the reaction is pH 10 and it contains at least sulphur, 
but as it straggles slowly down the grassy drainage 
ditches this rapidly changes and pH 8 is reached a 
few yards below the buildings. It was possible to 
tell almost to a yard where . anopheline larvae would 
be found; always at the point where the alkalinity 
had fallen to pH 9.5 and below it. A species of 
Gulicine larva was found once inside one of the baths. 
&? Paraskivi. 
There is a stream near this village 
renowned for its healing properties, the water is said 
to contain iron and probably has sulphur in it also. 
At the source where it bubbles out of holes in the 
hillside the pH value is 5.5, and the ravine down 
which it escapes is sandy. The stream was searched 
and it was found that the reaction did not reach pH8 
above a mile below the source and there for the first 
time a few anopheline larvae were found. 
A/ 
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A species of Culex larva was present a few yards 
below the springs. These observations at Aya Paraskivi 
were unfortunately made only on one occasion; but at 
the time several hours were spent searching the stream, 
and they were made in midsummer when the other sandy 
hill streams in the district were swarming with 
A. superpictus larvae. 
Lake Langada. 
The Langada Beshik Valley is very malar_ 
sous, the spleen rate at Langadikia in 1925 was 6 
and it is generally thought that the evil comes from 
the marshes along the lake margins. On several 
occasions in the summer of 1925 and 1926 the water 
among the rushes on the south shore of Lake Langada 
was searched for Anophelini but they were never found; 
In August 1926 the water was tested with the indicator 
and found to give a value of pH 10. Oulicine larvae 
were present but not in great numbers. Anopheline 
larvae were present in other water in the valley, for 
example, in the streams and irrigation channels at 
Langadikia, and in the ditches at the side of the main 
road to Langada. It is well known that the summer 
photosynthesis of algae lowers the hydrogen ion con_ 
centration of the sea and fresh water lakes, but the 




In this connection it is interesting to note that 
15. 
Moore,Pride?ux and Herdman,investigating an artificial 
sea water pond,recorded that the photosynthesis 
was so intense that the reaction of the water 
fell to about rH 9 and that the algae died at that 
degree of alkalinity. It has not been possible to 
find corresponding work in fresh water,but Kew Lake 
has registered pH9.4 in summer,ard diatoms have 
4, 
been grown at pH 9.4 and pH 9.7.Wehrle found that in 
the Breisgau district the richest micro floral 
growth was present in water of pH5 to %',but his 
observations do not extend. beyond pH 8.2 on the 
alkaline side. 
Table V gives the details of other breeding 
places in the ñistrict..Many more observations were 
made and not recorded,bu.t at no t ve were anopheline 
larvae found it water registering alkalinity above 
pH 9.5 or below pH 8. Culicine larvae were found at the 
extremes mentioned above and were almost invariably 
present with Anophelini in their natura.l breeding 
places.In the district under consideration anopheline 
larvae were found once in an artificial collection 
of rain waive r. The vbtsel was an old metal barrel in 
the village Peraia,a green water weed was growing in 
it,and the pH value of the water was 9.Anopheline 
larvae were also/ 
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TABLE V. 
Locality.Description of water. pH reading. 
Matzarides overgrown ditches 
Lutra. do. 
Sedes, sluggish stream 
Kran. stream 
Vasilika. ditches 
Peraia sandy stream 
Sedes, same stream 
Kran. same stream 
Main road, fountain overflow 
(N. of Greek 
school) 





Lutra. overgrown ditches 

























A. macui ipennis 
A.maculipennis & 
A. bifurcatus. 
A. macul ipennis 
A.maculipennis. 
Sedes. same stream 8.5 
Angelochori shallow garden well 8.0 
overgrown. 
Peraia, metal barrel 9.0 
Peraia. same stream 8.0 
Kran. same stream 9.5 
Matzarides, ditches. 9.5 
A. superpictus 




A. macui ipennis 
Ryssion, sandy stream 
Aya Paraskivi. stream 
Ryssion. mill stream 
Greek Agr. overgrown ditches 
School. 








A. macu l ip enni s 
8.0 A. superpictus 
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also present in the open cement garden tanks of the. 
Greek Agricultural School; these had been long 
neglected and were full of vegetation so that they 
resembled natural pools. 
These limited observations suggest the following;_ 
(a) The common Anophelini of the district breed 
in alkaline water preferring a range of from 
about pH 9.5 to pH 8. 
(b) The local Culicini are not nearly so selective 
and are to be found in water giving readings 
from pH 10 to pH 6.5. 
(c) Whatever the factor in water which attracts 
Anophelini (be it the flora, fauna, or a 
chemical factor) the pH reading is sufficiently, 
often an index of its presence and so of 
anopheline larvae, in the district under con- 
- sideration,to be of practical value to the anti_ 
malaria worker; and the most simple technique 
is all that is required in the investigation. 
(d) The geological formation of Macedonia is such 
that a study of the reaction of the natural water 
is likely to be of unusual interest to the 
student of mosquito ecology and of value to the 
malaria engineer there. 
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SECTION III. 
I. ANTI -MALARIA MEASURES. 
Anti_malaria efforts are usually divided into 
Measures of defence and Measures of attack. 
Measures of defence are often necessary and 
helpful but they are more applicable to sojourners 
in a malarious land than to a permanent population. 
They will not be discussed further here for in 
Macedonia to_day all efforts should be directed to 
attack the malaria problem au fond. 
Of the Measures of attack only the two most 
important will be considered, namely, the Elimination 
Mosquitoes and Anti -malaria Education. 
ELIMINATION OF MOSQUITOES.. 
In order to have a coherent idea of the 
problem of mosquito breeding, and how it may become 
modified, and how it can be controlled, the different 
types of breeding place which were found in the 
Vasilika Valley will be reviewed. The country is far ! 
from settled and there is no doubt that within the 
next few years new breeding places will appear and 
others will disappear. 
Odd breeding places such as old tin cans and 
gutters need not be considered at all for the local 
Anophelini do not select them to breed in. Tree holes 
may/ 
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may be of importance because A. plumbous, which is a 
tree hole breeder in England, has been found in 
Macedonia. The writer did not investigate the matter 
in the Valley, but the mulberry trees at Vasilika and 
at the Greek Agricultural School are old enough to 
have large holes if the farmers do not attend to them 
and slit the trunks when such begin to develop. 
Ordinary wells were never found to harbour 
Anophelini, but that may be accounted for by the fact 
that there was a shortage of water and the wells were 
in constant use. When piped supplies are introduced 
and the wells fall into disuse they may constitute a 
danger. They might become inhabited by A. bifurcatus., 
This species of Anopheles breeds in rock cisterns andl 
wells in Palestine and it is not infrequently caught 
in Macedonia. There is some evidence that a well_ 
breeding Anopheles is responsible for the malaria in 
Corinth in Old Greece, but no definite data are 
available. 
Shallow garden wells bred Anophelini when they 
contained water vegetation. They are usually broad 
shallow pits, often stone lined, and are difficult to 
keep clear of weeds. The apparatus for raising the 
water to the level of the garden is worked by an 
animal which treads round and round the well. 
Oiling is the best way to control mosquitoes breeding 
in these. Fish would be quite efficient as the 
example / 
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example in the Greek farm School showed, but it would 
be troublesome to avoid drawing the fish up with the 
water during irrigation. 
The waste water from permanently running village 
fountains is often a source of Anophelini. There is 
no doubt that no untapped water supply should be 
introduced to a settlement in such a malarious land 
unless the overflow can be rapidly conveyed far away 
from the houses. The refugees are accustomed to 
running water supplies but they adapt themselves quite 
quickly to the use of taps. 
Irrigation channels are a prolific source of 
Anophelini. Irrigation is a matter of prime import_ 
ance to the agriculturalist and the anti_malaria 
worker in Macedonia; the climate is such that irriga- 
tion is essential for the most valuable crops. Strict 
irrigation legislation cannot be introduced too soon 
in such a land, and agricultural schools should teach' 
the subject. 
The short hill streams, beside which so many 
villages are situated, and which almost invariably 
contain anopheline larvae, constitute perhaps the 
most difficult problem for the anti_malaria worker. 
During winter the ravines contain torrents and in 
summer they are dry except here and there where 
permanent springs occur which are the source of short 





drinking, washing, and irrigation, and the flocks from 
far and near water at them. For the present there_ 
fore they cannot be buried in subsoil drains. Such 
streams could be trained, but the whole work would 
have to be redone after each heavy summer rain, and 
further, the work would be destroyed by the flocks 
trampling the ravine. Oiling, therefore, appears to 
be the best way of dealing with them so far as the 
knowledge of mosquito control goes today. Good 
Drips set up at intervals would probably give a 
sufficiently good film to reach the ultimate 
ramifications of irrigation channels. 
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POSTER A. 
The Chain of Malarias 
This poster was designed and drawn by the writer. 
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ANTI-MALARIA EDUCATI0N, 
This is by far the most important way of 
attacking malaria and will finally be the means of 
banishing it from the malarious parts of the earth. 
It has been truly said that education along any 
line militates against malaria and it is the case that 
improvement in health is an invariable accompaniment 
of Western civilisation in the long run. But that 
does not mean that a problem like malaria can be left 
to solve itself with the slow advent of knowledge in 
other fields. 
Malaria is a disease mainly of rural districts 
and so anti_malaria education should be as thorough 
in the country as in the towns, and in each land it 
should be adapted to the customs and mentality of its 
races. To be effective it must start in childhood; 
that is a platitude nowadays. 
It is questionable whether anti_malaria education 
can be satisfactorily carried out unless it is made 
into a practical class, for it is almost impossible 
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The malaria mosquito flies about at night 
and feeds on the blood of the people whom 
it bit,es,and so t'rle disease is spread 
from one to another. 
In order to escape being bitten and avoid 
having malaria we should use mosquito nets. 
SAFETY! 
This poster was designed by Miss D.M.Hughes 
and the writer,and was drawn by a German artist. 
look like in nature to those who have never looked 
into a pool with understanding. it is therefore 
apparent that the Boy Scout and Girl Guide organisa_ 
tions are ideal institutions for training children in 
the subject. Firstly because they are tied to no 
class room, and secondly because their aim is to serve 
the community. It is possible that Girl Guide work 
would be the most valuable because the women in rural' 
communities are the most permanent inhabitants. 
Scout troops were raised in a few villages in the 
Vasilika Valley primarily with the object of starting, 
anti_malaria education. 
In addition to the ordinary scout lesson at each 
meeting, the children were given a short anti-malaria; 
lesson. The poster A. was the basis of the lessons. 
The picture is adapted from "The Chain of Malaria" 
in Colonel James' book, and the chain is represented 
lying over the map of Greece. The three parts of the 
chain are held together by,(a) an anopheline mosquito, 
(b) a healthy child, and (c) a sick child. It is 
called THE CHAIN OF MALARIA and the question below 
jggHOW SHALL WE BREAK IT? The answer is BY CURING 
THE SICK and DESTROYING THE MOSQUITOES. Obviously 
to be complete, B PROTECTING THE HEALTHY should have 
been added also. At the first lesson the picture 
was explained and a little of the history of malaria 
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TO OOOION HPOHI'OTMEN4I 
,/ EXEI AAIICAIH AAAON EIAIXONTA 
AEIO EAONOZIAN 
OTAN OPOIBAHBMIEN MO THN EAONOIIAN let 
OPE0E1 EOI OOAAAI EBAOMAAAE NA AAMBANOMEN 
KININHN KAO'EKAI'HN E0F GTOY BEPAOEYBOMEN 
KAI OTTO OPOAABOMEO THN METAAOFJN THF 
AFFYFUY 141 E¢ NY 
EA000II00 HPEOEI NA KOIMOMEBI 
IKEIUIMENOI ME KOYNOYOIEPAN MOTI TON 
NYKTA OPO OANTON AAEKANOYN TA 
KOYIqYIOA THI E'AONOIWf 
BPOI TOTTOII I1PEElEI tot 
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We get malril when we ai'e bitten by e 
mosquito which has already bitten a 
malaria sick person. 
If we have malaria we must take quinine 
every day for weeks,in order to cure our- 
selves and also to avoid transmitting it 
to others. 
In order to protect ourselves from 
malaria we should sleep under mosquito 
nets,for it ie at night that the malaria 
mosquito bites. 
Especially we should kill the mosquitoes 
in the rooms of our houses in the morning. 
This poster was designed by the writer and drawn by 
a Ru^sian Refugee in Salonika. 
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the healthy child, and the malaria -sick child were 
studied in detail; and in the later lessons the meth_ 
ods of mosquito eradication, and protection of the 
healthy, and the treatment of the malaria -sick were 
taught. Pictures were shown whenever possible and 
after the lessons the Scouts searched their village 
for larvae, or did a little drainage of stagnant 
water, or investigated an experimental oil drip, and 
the whole subject had wide publicity. 
In connection with what was said above about 
adapting education to the customs and mentality of a 
race, it was interesting to note that poster A. pre- 
sented no difficulty to the Greek mind which apprecia- 
ted its symbolism absolutely. It was also found that 
the metamorphosis of a mosquito was no new idea for 
Greek children to grasp, they understood it at once 
when it was compared with the life history of the 
silkworm with which they are all familiar from infancy. 
Two larger posters B and C were printed for the 
general malaria education of the public, and were 
put up in schools and public places. It was also 
considered advisable to print a leaflet (See appendix 
containing the fundamental facts about malaria, its 
cause, prevention, and treatment. This was done be_ 
cause although many pamphlets on malaria are available 
in Greek, the writer felt that they failed to lay 
stress/ 
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stress on the most important points, and sometimes 
over_emphasised methods which were not particularly 
applicable at the time in the Vasilika Valley. 
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H. A PLEA FOR ANTI_MALARIA EDUCATION IN 
RURAL MACEDONIA TODAY. 
To the onlooker it seems that now is the time to 
start anti_malaria rural education in Macedonia in 
the new villages while they are still building up 
their new community life, and before they slip into 
the ruts of custom again. Great drainage schemes are 
on foot but they will not lessen malaria in villages 
where irrigation systems are unkept, and where 
Anophelini breed beside the houses in the overflow 
from running fountains. 
As the result of War and Refugee experience, it 
has become rather the habit to talk with despair of 
malaria in Macedonia. It is indeed grave, it is 
THE PROBLEM before the country if the other great 
essential to its progress, peace, is maintained; but 
the attitude of despair is quite unjustifiable. 
The Anopheles breeding season is for seven months at 
most, and the local Anophelini are limited to few 
which are selective in their choice of breeding water. 
There are no !streaming morasses! from tropical rains 
during the summer in Macedonia, and there is not the 
handicap of an utterly illiterate race without in- 
itiative. 
Malaria in Macedonia is very much a place disease; 
the / 
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the spleen rates vary enormously within a few miles 
of one another, and the problem of mosquito and 
malaria control is hardly ever quite the same in two 
villages. It is unlikely that anything except rural 
education will lead to the solution of such a variety 
of small problems. Such education is likely to be 
very successful among settlements of people who are 
so experienced in community government as the Greek 
Refugees are. 
Sir Ronald Ross has said that the true policy in 
anti - malaria work is the opportunist one, which can 
use any tool. It is certainly the policy for many 
villages in Macedonia, but it is essentially dependent 
on wide knowledge of the subject. 
The Exchange of Populations which has taken placé 
in the Near East is a heroic experiment in inter_ 
national history: the cost of it has been appalling: 
i 
the success is already astonishing. It would be 
fitting if those, who decided that such was the best 
way of securing the future economic wellbeing of 
the races, should with as much foresight lay the 
foundations of their health in anti malaria education; 
My thanks are due to the staffs of the Society 
of Friends' Mission in Greece, and the American Farm 




I am especially indebted to Miss Alizon Fox for 
the photographs which she took for me. 
I have to thank Mr Malcolm MacGregor for identify_ 
ing A. bifurcates for me, and for suggesting that I 
should investigate the reaction of mosquito breeding 
water. To Mr Alan Ogilvie I am indebted for the use 
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Pamphlet used for anti -malaria 
education in the Vasilika Valley. 
IIS II POAAMBANETAI 
KAI OEPAHEYETAI 
EA®Ie1OZlA 
'Egsrunwen rsaPá sot) guA)6Syou rwv V.Awv ( KOYAKEPOI ) Oscaoaovíxn 
E/1ONODA (OEPM H) 
- 
Pcà và yvwpEawµev t& xupc6tepx p,Étpa rpòs rpó7r1?cv -xxt OspareEav tìjs é7,ovoaEas 
ra.pxOÉtoµsv tà 
`H 'Xoyoaía rp*ystxc árò gvx rX(x31.1.6cov, tiò ó,cotov at; TO twv áv pw 
rwv. Tò rcXaapw5tov airrò zò petacpepEt Eva cSpia}tvov siSoc, xouvourctav 
tìív atcYµ/riv rot) Sarxávec tòv ávOpwrov. Kcct µetxSESstac rf É),ovoaEa (8ppirq). 
"Mao; tpbros ii,stbaew; tijs ë) ovoa(a.; Siv úrzpyec. 
Tè cc?,aaµwScoy âµa 1accfi atò alµa to ávOpcSrou elve ,uí pa roV) µcxpò, 
µs ̂ r a6vec roV) yplíropa xcct roXlarXaac.gstxc El; roX),& ti,cx pà ,c),aßµwócx. 
0'v.v3pwro; rot) rljps iò raaaµcírScov atò a.iEaa -cou rupetò tìlv wpav ,7co0 TO 
rXaap.wScov roXarXaacc4stac. 
ANNpE/iH 2 K52lN S2-15 
Tip 'à7,ovó3.íav i'lµropsï vet µstaSwarE µóvov tiò elSos tot) xouvou,ccoG ,coG ôvoµz;e 
TUG 'AvwcpsXrç xwvwc(). 
Tò Or).uxòv toG 'AvwcpsoGS xwvwrw; -co7co3etei t& a.û,(éc -cou etS iò vspò ),á.- 
aryl st; tíjv zxpx toG.vspoG. '"L;rscta árò '6),E;; ïí.tpa; á'YaEvec árò tò a.ûfò ,cpovúµ- 
cpri (axwXrE,). KCVsttO:L at6 vspò xxt 1.1e; xac5vsc prfopa. E?.s aûtò'ircSpq. ro),ù . 0api_toxpa.-010 
ata xat ií toG ëious. "Otav ô xxepò; eCVe xxÀOs, apxouv OAc"fe; µEpe.."0ta.v ôi_tw; elvac 
xpúo, tóte áractoúvza.c p ìíves. `H r,aovúu,:pr 11e7.xáopcpc5vetac sts vúµcprv xat aecta árò 
ôXE y x; 'îíµÉpa; r vuµcp-ri yEvetac tÉ),sco xouvoGrc. Ilst xrò trv irccp-í.vecav tot) 
vepoG xat st; tò tòv cÉpa. 
Tò xouvoG,cc aû-cò S1.v sûyapcateGtac atòv ríXcov. 'ApyEsc vet SaTxivtj ,rpô; tò 
ópzSu xcct Ë;axo),ou0st Tip v6xta xa.t t& Z-vsp6µcctx Ka-c& tò Scístrux aûtò tpÉCpeta.c 
á,rò zò alµx twv ccv3p6rcov. 
Ka.t& Scrypxscxv toG yecµAvos tà Orñux& r.ouvoó,rca yoGv rpocpu),v.; µ,iva aiè; 
axotscvis °(wvfes tot) arc/LOG, atoùs ataù),ous 'tat ai&; .6.4ro0.4xa;. 'A)J.èc µóXcs ápyEarí 
ápygouv xat 5t6 vì ,cst;Gv xat v& Sa^;xvvouv. 
8EPAr1EIA TI-12 EAONO.IA2 
Tò à4CotE),ea1a,atcx6tEpov cpzp¡.a,axov yc'a. tì¡v OEpa,i=_(av t'T¡; à),ovoa(a5 Etvac rl xt- 
víorn, Slav ivvoEÇtaG SEOpwµEv v3c; iì¡v xp°gacO,o:oci¡awµev S,rwS `H xatvX),qd,o; 
xp-qacpaoiro(qac; xEC c;); á7roti),=_5µa vz ó),cYoatE037,1 tot): 76vOu; to6 6c3evo0S xat ti¡v 
vvcxavóirtá tou ,pò5 tr ipyaa(av xccOto, xat tòv x(vòuvov tïì5'11.Eta36aEwÇ. 
'H xcv(Vr¡ laµózvrItac TOExTtxoí. 
'Av Etva.c òuvatòv 7LiVT69Tfi iGWTeptxG)S. 
`U ëv jcxos Oà ),aµ6xvr1' t:?s tpEïs i¡µép=_ tgç ÉXovoa(aG, t"ì¡v tµÉpav 
tpet5 cpopòç xcv(vriv, â,rò 0.65 "fpaµ;czpca xzOs cpopzv. Kaìó,tcv Oà tepcopca4 EtS 
[t(av cpopàv tti¡v iiu&pav :;.,rò 0.65 ypaµµ. É tt gv6 µrjva auvexw;, áv etv6c òuva.tòv é71 
tpc es I,r¡va.q. 
E?s Ë;acpErcxìc; ,rEpcatzascg, Stav 67),6òì¡ ô üa3EVrs izvn Ét.6Etòv -7) EtvE iva.(a3i¡- 
to; a'.,rò tòv ,tupstòv, tóiE eîve vvzyx--(1 và TN-ri-cat, xcv(v71ç. 'AXl'a. µ6Xc5 arepáar¡ 
xp(acµoc srEp(oòog, ô ú33Evì¡, ^.rpiTSC và Xa.µ6vv0 ti¡v v.cv(vrv &.awtepcxti"); xa.t taxtcxi. 
Tò cítop,ov woG ctpoaS.íl),Etac ú7cò `Eovo3(av 70.7tsc và Ir(vr¡ icpOcva. tot'a. xa.OwS 
vEpó, t3G.0 XEµoviòa, 
f1S2z METAXEIPIZOMEOA THN KININHN 
S2E IIPOOYAAKTIKON METPON 
`Av ETipOw¡iev e(5 ô'roi óiv EtvE òuV6tòV v& à7rGCp0 y wµ.EV ta 80S°f,cáµata tebv 
xouvct)TCCwv, tótE Xau6á.voµEv tì¡v xcv(v3¡v tì¡v i),a(8cc ôtc O& srpoXrí6wµEv tì¡v òXovoa(av. 
'Ocps(),o¡Ev òcà :otto và )aµ6zvcuµsv µ(a.v 6ó-3cv &,:tò 0.65 ypalp. xatà tò 6pz3u, 
òcà )k xuxVò7pop-i¡ E(s -cò aix tì¡v vúxta, ô,óte tà xouvoò,rca òa-fxccvouv -cob; ávOp6,rou5. 
IIIIE IIPOAAM13ANETAI H EAONOEIA 
a) " l9tocv nPocpu)t.áyEtat tò áto}tov. 
`0 ccvJpwro; rp.irsc và árocpeúa xá0e tpórov tò ôáTxa.µa TOO xouvourcoo. `0 
'Avwcp=_lijç xcíivwg, BaTxávec Tip vúxta. 
N'a. Scc6o4 Itavtoù tj xPñats Tñs xouvountEPas. 
Euvcatcctac brw; tà ,tapá.6upa xaì aE It6pte; twv arctcwv ÉXouv ruxvà aupµato- 
rliTµxta, w3te và µrí µzaívouv tà xouvoúrca. 
(3) "o-row xataatPÉCpcatat Tà ISouvonta. 
IlPwrov arò arríTt. [Ipi2t.c vz Itxpxtripwµev trí; TwvEeS twv arcte(ov ;,.c& 
cpopà ttiv µÉOa, µrrrw; ûrápXouv xouvoúrca xaE và tà axotwvwµev. AE vocxoxupè; 
rpÉItec v& cppovtEouv Tc' aûcò, örw; cppovtEt;ouv ócà -cò xa0ú.,ocaµa TOO arctcoú. Tà Itac 
Scà rperec và 6o7I0o0v Tip µ71tÉpa Et; aûtó. 
dEtíTepov E;w ánò Tò anítt. 'OcpeEloµsv và rpolaµóávwµev µÈ xà6e -tpórov tà 
atsxoúµevx vsp'x. "O.zov ôlcTcbtepx EXq ûrápXouv d; Ëvx tórov tóaov ûYcecvótepo; 
etve "Or)u SXrµatEaOríxav rlÉOV l1 µstaxecpcÿóµe0a tó retpÉlacov tò órolov pavtE- 
ÿoµev EE; ÉrcCpávscav TOO vepoÚ. Acótc aûtò xataatpÉCpovtac aE vúµcpac xat 
lúouv tà ,cispz "C6/ µeáwv, wYte và µ topoüv v& rstá;ouv. "Ola tà vvappcX71tcxà 
cpucà elva óla5spà xxtà toùco, 8c6íc SEÓouv c"caulov atà xouvoúrea tìEv Tòv xec- 
µwva cppocíawµsv xá0e tpórov và xata3tpÉC;iwµev tà xouvoú,cca roó 
twaV Itpo3taa[av atÉ; axotscVÉç TwvEeç tWV arLtcW µaç, atoÚç ataúl0uç xat tà; 
ároU ipsa;. 
IlpÉrec pò Xpcatouf&vvcto v& áarpgwµev. 'Etac axotwvovtac -CGC, xouvoúrca 
àll'a. xat üv ócacpúTouv µepcxà, l-3à xata3tpacpoGv, irecóìj µÉVOUV ixteOecµvC6 sEç 




Translation of leaflet used for anti-malaria education. 
HOW TO AVOID AND TREAT MALARIA. 
Malaria. 
The most important means of preventing and treat_ 
ing malaria will be understood if we appreciate the 
following :_ 
Malaria is caused by a plasmodium which lives 
in the blood of man. This plasmodium is convoyed ba 
á special kind of mosquito at the moment when it bites 
man, and so the disease is spread. 
No other way of conveying malaria exists. 
At first the plasmodium in the blood in man is 
very small, but it grows quickly, and multiplies into 
many plasmodia. 
The man who has the plasmodia in his blood has 
fever at the time when it is multiplying. 
The Anopheles Mosquito. 
Malaria can only be carried by a special kind 
of mosquito, which is called the "Anopheline mosquito ". 
The female Anopheles lays her eggs in water or 
in the mud beside water. After a few days a pronymph 
emerges which moves in the water and grows quickly, 
depending on the temperature and the time of year. 
When the weather is fine it takes a few days to grow) 
but/ 
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but when the weather is cold it may take months. 
The pronymph changes into a nymph, and after a few 
more days the nymph changes into a perfect mosquito. 
Then it flies up from the surface of the water and the 
rest of its life is spent in the air. 
The mosquito does not like the bright sunshine 
so it bites at dusk, and especially at night and just 
before dawn, and feeds on the blood of man then. 
During the winter the female mosquito lives 
hidden in dark corners in houses, and stables, and 
barns, but as soon as spring comes she begins to fly 
about and bite again. 
The Treatment of Malaria. 
By far the best medicine for the treatment of 
,malaria is quinine when we understand how to use it 
properly. 
The best use of it results in lessening the dis_ 
tress of the sick person, in removing his inability 
to work, and in lessening the danger of conveying the 
disease to others. 
Quinine must be taken regularly. 
When it is possible it must be taken by the mouth. 
For the first three days of the malaria 0.65 
gramme should be taken three times each day. After 
that 0.65 gramme should be taken once a day for at 
least a month, if possible for three months. 
In/ 
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Zn exceptional circumstances, that is to say, 
when the sick person is vomiting very much or is 
unconscious with the fever, it may be necessary to 
give an injection of quinine. But as soon as the 
severe period is over the sick one should take the 
quinine by the mouth regularly again. 
The person who has malaria should take abundance' 
of fluid, such as water, tea, lemonade, etc. 
How to Take Quinine as a Preventive Measure. 
If we happen to be in a place where it is not 
possible to avoid mosquito bites then we may take 
quinine in the hope that we may prevent malaria. 
It is necessary for this to take 0.65 gramme 
quinine each evening in order that it may circulate . 
in the blood at night which is the time when the 
mosquito bites. 
How to Avoid Malaria. 
(a) To protect the individual. 
We must try to avoid mosquito bites by all 
possible means. The Malaria Mosquito bites at night 
so mosquito nets should always be employed. It is 
advisable also that the doors and windows be covered 
with fine wire gauze in order that mosquitoes may not 
enter the house. 
(b)/ 
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(b) To destroy the mosquitoes. 
Firstly; in the house. 
We must look in the corners of the house 
each day lest mosquitoes are there,that they 
may be killed. The housewife should be as 
careful of this as she is of the cleanliness 
of the house, and the children can help her 
in it. 
Secondly, outside the house. 
We must avoid having standing water near 
with all care. The less there is in any 
place the more healthy it will be. Where 
there are wide marshes we can throw oil on 
the surface of the water and that will kill 
nymphs and clog the wings of the grown 
mosquitoes so that they cannot fly. All 
wild vegetation is harmful also because it 
gives shelter to the mosquitos by day.. 
In winter we should try to destroy the 
mosquitoes which go for shelter into the 
dark corners of our houses, stables, and 
barns. 
We should whitewash the houses before Christ_ 
mas and so the mosquitoes will be killed, 
and even if a few fly out they will perish 
in the cold outside. Further when we white- 
wash we can see more clearly where the 
mosquitoes are and can destroy them more 
easily. 
